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Abstract

Learning with noisy labels is an active research area
for image classification. However, the effect of noisy la-
bels on image retrieval has been less studied. In this work,
we propose a noise-resistant method for image retrieval
named Teacher-based Selection of Interactions, T-SINT 1,
which identifies noisy interactions, i.e. elements in the dis-
tance matrix, and selects correct positive and negative in-
teractions to be considered in the retrieval loss by using a
teacher-based training setup which contributes to the sta-
bility. As a result, it consistently outperforms state-of-the-
art methods on high noise rates across benchmark datasets
with synthetic noise and more realistic noise.

1. Introduction

Deep Learning models need large amounts of data to
train, but the collection and annotation of large scale
datasets is highly time consuming and expensive. One way
to avoid data labeling is by employing self-supervised or
semi-supervised learning techniques, that require little to
no labels [4, 8, 14]. Another way is to collect annotations
from web sources by downloading user-written or automati-
cally generated captions or tags and use them as labels when
training supervised models [3, 27, 42]. These annotations
often contain noise due to incorrect captions or tags. As a
consequence, noisy labels will prevent models from obtain-
ing their potential best performance. Apart from correcting
label noise by manual relabeling, one can think of methods
that can distinguish correctly from incorrectly labeled sam-
ples during training to avoid the need for manual correction.

Over the past few years, learning with noisy labels has
been studied extensively for image classification by using
a wide variety of techniques such as robust losses [6, 12],
sample selection [15, 18], regularization [23, 45], and meta
learning [20]. One of the key ideas of noise-resistant meth-
ods for classification is that samples with a high probability
of being wrongly labeled should be either ignored or as-

*Work done while interning at NAVER LABS Europe.
1https://europe.naverlabs.com/research/
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Figure 1: Imagine a set of 6 data samples, with 2 classes
(bike and coffee maker) and 3 samples per class. We rep-
resent distance matrices between each possible pair in this
minibatch and call each pairwise distance an interaction. In
this set, one sample of a sofa is mislabeled as a bike and a
mug is mislabeled as a coffee maker. Traditional sample-
based selection approaches exclude all interactions of these
mislabeled samples. Our interaction-based selection ap-
proach only excludes false positive interactions, since nega-
tive interactions have a high probability to remain negatives
after mislabeling. This is indicated by the purple crosses
only appearing on the green, positive interactions.

signed a lower weight during the training process [36]. The
effect of having noisy labels has been less studied for im-
age retrieval. One recent study on noisy labels for image re-
trieval was done by Liu et al. [22]. Following classification-
based methods for learning with noisy labels, it applies the
principle of discarding samples with noisy labels on image
retrieval and this method performs better than not using any
noise-resistant component during training.

An important difference between classification and re-
trieval methods in general is that retrieval methods use inter-
action losses, i.e. loss functions defined on a pair or tuple of
samples, compared to sample-based losses for classification
[13, 24]. Interaction losses aim to bring representations of
samples from the same class (positives) closer together and
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those of different classes (negatives) further apart. Using
sample-based selection mechanisms for retrieval has two
main disadvantages. First, discarding samples will not only
result in removing false positive interactions, but also many
true negatives. For large datasets with small noise rates, suf-
ficiently many interactions will remain to learn effectively.
However, for high noise rates or small datasets, sample-
based techniques might remove too many samples and will
most likely break the learning process. The difference be-
tween these two approaches is visualized in Fig. 1. Second,
some datasets only contain labels for positive and negative
pairs and have no class labels, such as SfM-120K [32] for
landmark retrieval and MSMARCO [26] for document re-
trieval. Using interactions provides a solution for these two
weaknesses by keeping true negative interactions and re-
moving the need for class labels.

In this work we present T-SINT , which stands for
teacher-based selection of interactions for learning with la-
bel noise. T-SINT selects true positive and negative in-
teractions to be considered in the retrieval loss by using
a teacher-based training setup. This simple yet effective
mechanism allows us to train robust models even under
high noise rates. We show that our method is easy to tune
and much more stable than existing methods across differ-
ent datasets and different noise levels. We evaluate these
on several datasets under uniform noise and close to real-
istic noise. For uniform noise, we beat the best competing
method by almost 7% on average on all noise levels and
more than 13% on the highest noise level. For more realis-
tic noise, we beat the best competing method by up to 3.5%.

2. Related work

Noisy labels in image classification. Noise-resistant meth-
ods for image classification use a wide variety of tech-
niques such as robust losses [6, 12], sample selection
[7, 15, 18, 35, 43], regularization [16, 23, 45], and meta
learning [20]. All methods aim to detect noisy samples. A
common way to do this is by using a small clean subset
of the data and learn characteristics about this set [39, 44].
Clean subsets are available in common benchmark datasets
for image classification such as Clothing1M [42], but in real
world scenarios they often don’t exist. Another detection
technique for noisy samples, is the so called ‘small-loss
trick’ [36]. This trick separates correctly labeled samples
from wrongly labeled samples by considering the loss val-
ues, since correctly labeled samples have in general smaller
loss values. This also relates to the memorization effect [1],
stating that Deep Neural Networks learn from clean samples
first and then learn from noisy samples.

Noisy labels in image retrieval. Learning with noisy la-
bels has not been extensively studied for image retrieval, al-
though two recent works took a first step [5, 22]. The Super-

Loss [5] is a general noise resistant method that can be used
for various tasks such as regression, classification, object
detection, and retrieval. It consists of a loss function that has
to be applied on top of a task-specific loss function and acts
similar to an activation function by reducing the importance
of hard, and therefore probably wrongly labeled, samples.
For retrieval, the SuperLoss uses an interaction-based selec-
tion approach by weighing interactions. While the concept
of the SuperLoss is easy and widely applicable, the image
retrieval experiments in [5] have shown to be highly sensi-
tive to techniques as hard-negative mining and hyperparam-
eter tuning. Liu et al. present to the best of our knowledge
the first study that solely focuses on noise-resistant image
retrieval [22]. It shows that existing noise-resistant methods
for classification [15, 28, 43] are not effective for retrieval
and are in some cases even worse on image retrieval than
commonly used interaction losses without an explicit noise-
resistant component. PRISM, the noise-resistant method of
[22] is a class-center approach that compares the similarity
of a feature with all other features of the same class with the
help of a memory bank [41], to determine whether the sam-
ple is noisy. Any samples detected as noisy are discarded
during training.

Where PRISM discards noisy samples and the Super-
Loss weighs interactions based on noise estimations, our
method combines the best of both approaches. Like the
SuperLoss, our method uses an interaction-based selection
approach and therefore does not discard true negative inter-
actions as happens with sample-based selection approaches
such as PRISM. Our work differs from the SuperLoss by not
using a weighing scheme for interactions. By selecting or
discarding interactions, like PRISM, we present a more sta-
ble method that requires less hyperparameter tuning. Also,
our method does not require a memory bank.

Self-distillation. Knowledge distillation has gained much
popularity across application domains such as computer
vision and natural language processing [11, 21, 34, 46].
It aims to transfer knowledge or features learned from a
teacher network to a student network. When the teacher
and student have identical architectures, this is called self-
distillation. Fang et al. show how distillation can help in a
self-supervised setup [11]. Li et al. present how distillation
can be used to learn from noisy labels for image classifi-
cation [21]. With the help of a small set of images with
clean labels and a knowledge graph, a model is guided to
learn from the entire noisy dataset. Nguyen et al. use the
model ensembling combined with a prediction ensembling
method together with a filtering mechanism for noisy labels
to create a noise-resistant method [25].

Our method uses a teacher-student setup with a model
ensemble technique as presented in [25, 38]. However,
where distillation methods aim for consistency between the
teacher and the student output, our method does not need
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Figure 2: A model f extracts descriptors that are used in a distance function on all pairs of descriptors to obtain a pairwise
distance matrix and to build relevance annotations from class annotations. A teacher model f? computes the interaction
matrix for the same samples in the batch as the main model. We deduce a selection mask with the help of a cutting value and
apply it on the distance matrix of the main model to then let it calculate the loss. Best viewed in color.

this constraint and only requires a task specific loss.

3. Method

Our method starts with a typical image retrieval pipeline.
We have a model f that extracts descriptors and we use
a distance function on all pairs of descriptors to obtain a
pairwise distance matrix and to build relevance annotations
from class annotations. This is shown in the top part of
Figure 2. The relevance annotation for a batch is presented
by the interaction matrix on the right, where green inter-
actions represent predicted positive pairs and black inter-
actions negative pairs. Since we deal with noisy samples,
some of the interactions are incorrect and should be dis-
carded for optimal performance of the model. The key com-
ponent of our method produces a mask used to select inter-
actions (bottom branch of Figure 2), which is then applied
to interactions in the main branch. This is further described
later in this section.

3.1. Loss

Our method is based on the contrastive margin loss [9],
except it calculates it on selected interactions rather than us-
ing them all. Before we explain how to select, we introduce
this loss. Image retrieval methods use interaction losses that
bring descriptors of samples from the same class closer to-
gether and those of different classes further apart. For a
minibatch B = {(x1, y1), ..., (xB , yB)} of size B, we can

compute the real-vector feature representations zi = f✓(xi)
at the output of model f parameterized by ✓. We denote D
the B⇥B matrix of all possible pairwise distances between
elements of B:

D = {Di,j , (i, j) 2 [[1, B]]2 | Di,j = d(zi, zj)}, (1)

where d is usually the euclidean or cosine distance. For any
batch indices 1  i, j  B, the contrastive margin loss
works on all pairs of descriptors (zi, zj) as

8
><

>:

`i,j = 1yi=yj `p(zi, zj) + 1yi 6=yj `n(zi, zj);

`p(zi, zj) = Di,j
q;

`n(zi, zj) = max(0, m�Di,j)q,

(2)

where the form of positive terms (`p) and negative terms
(`n) are different, m > 0 is the margin and the distance
exponent q is usually 1 or 2 (in our case 1). Denoting by
P = {(i, j) 2 [[1, b]]2|yi = yj} the set of positive pairs and
N = {(i, j) 2 [[1, b]]2|yi 6= yj} the set of negative pairs,
the loss L over the batch is an aggregation of positive and
negative interactions:

8
><

>:

L(z) = B�2(¯̀p(z) + ¯̀
n(z));

¯̀
p(z) = E(i,j)⇠U(P)[`p(zi, zj)];

¯̀
n(z) = E(i,j)⇠U(N )[`n(zi, zj)].

(3)
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3.2. Interaction Selection

When a dataset has noisy labels, it will affect interac-
tions. For a sample with a corrupted label, when the num-
ber of classes is large an observed positive interaction using
this sample is almost always a false positive. For negative
interactions, this has less impact: whenever the number of
different instances in a batch is much smaller than the num-
ber of total classes in the dataset, chances are very small that
an observed negative interaction is actually a positive inter-
action. A study on false negative interactions is provided in
the Supplementary material.

We are working on a distance matrix D where observed
positives elements {Di,j | (i, j) 2 P} are noisy and ob-
served negative elements {Di,j | (i, j) 2 N} can be con-
sidered all clean. We would like to identify false positive in-
teractions and exclude them from the aggregation in the loss
function. As many noise correction methods [5, 15, 18, 43],
we rely on the fact that if we have a trained retrieval model
f?, the distance value on positive elements according to this
model gives us an indication on the likelihood of the inter-
action being a true or a corrupted one. Interactions between
clean samples are expected to have a small distance value
and for interactions that are noisy the distance values will
most likely be larger.

Figure 3 exemplifies this idea. (a) Consider two distribu-
tions pTP (d) and pTN (d) of true positive and true negative
interactions respectively. If we have at our disposal a hypo-
thetical perfect model in the sense of a retrieval metric, it
will attribute smaller distance values to all true positive in-
teractions compared to any negative interaction. (b) There-
fore, when in an observed setting, we can find a distance
value of this model that can be used to separate true posi-
tive from false positive interactions (amongst observed pos-
itives), as indicated by the red line. (c) In actual fact, such a
perfect model is obviously not available, but we can still use
a non-perfect f?, according to which pTP (d) and pTN (d)
will likely overlap for difficult interactions, but which can
already help identify easier noisy interactions. (d) By using
a cutting value, a subset of the positive interactions will be
removed and therefore not considered by f .

3.3. Using a Teacher

Now comes the question of what to use for f?. In prac-
tice a perfect model f? is not available, otherwise the re-
trieval problem would already be solved. To create a model
which approaches it, we take inspiration from knowledge
distillation, where a strong teacher network provides knowl-
edge to a student network that learns the knowledge [17].
More specifically, we take inspiration from Mean Teacher
[38]. It consists of a teacher-student setup with two sim-
ilar model architectures, where the student model weights
are updated through gradient descent and the teacher model
weights as an exponential moving average of the student
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Figure 3: A perfect retrieval model, represented on the left,
is also able to identify noise. A real model can approach
this idea. Section 3.4 details this.

weights. Mean Teacher uses two loss functions, a classifi-
cation loss on the student model and a consistency loss that
compares the softmax outputs of both networks, usually the
MSE loss or KL-divergence loss. Strictly speaking, Mean
Teacher is not a self-distillation method, since it optimizes
for consistency during training, while for self-distillation
methods the consistency regularization is usually performed
after training.

We decide to use a teacher only for the task-specific loss
and do not aim to optimize for consistency between the
teacher and student models outputs. Therefore, we do not
consider this as a typical knowledge distillation approach.
Our main model and teacher model have the same architec-
ture and same initialization. Our main model is updated by
backpropagation and we choose the update for the teacher
model to be an exponential moving average of the parame-
ters of the main model every iteration.

✓?t = ↵✓?t�1 + (1� ↵)✓t, (4)

where ✓, ✓? are the main model and teacher’s weights, re-
spectively. Our network updating step is similar to [38].

3.4. Selection algorithm

As described in Section 3.1 we want to select and keep
only a subset of interactions amongst observed positives,
according to their distance values in the output space of a
teacher model f?. To do so, we could simply select out the
top-K interactions in terms of distance value, with K cho-
sen such as to reach a predefined selection ratio. However,
if we have a dataset with noise rate r, because minibatches
have a limited size, each of them will not contain exactly rB
noisy samples but a number which varies around rB from
minibatch to minibatch. In order to allow for a selection
ratio which also varies from minibatch to minibatch, if we
want to keep on average a proportion ⌧ of positive interac-
tions, we keep a multiplicative running-average dcut (with
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Algorithm 1: Teacher-based selection of interac-
tions: calculation of the minibatch loss

input : z = {zi = f(xi) i 2 [[1, B]]},
z? = {zi = f?(xi) i 2 [[1, B]]},
y = {yi, i 2 [[1, B]]}: a minibatch of main
model features, teacher model features, and
class labels;
⌧ : selection hyperparameter;
�: momentum on cutting threshold upd.;
dcut: current value of cutting threshold;
P, N 2 {0, 1}B⇥B : observed masks;

output: loss value L(z)
1 initialization dcut  None

2 Build distance matrices between all pairs of
features, for both the main model and teacher
model):
D = {Di,j | i, j 2 [[1, B]]2, Di,j = d(zi, zj)}
D? = {D?

i,j | i, j 2 [[1, B]]2, D?
i,j = d(z?i , z?j )}

3 Gather observed positive distance values according
to teacher model: D?

P = {D?
i,j | Pi,j = 1}

4 Denote F the cumulative distribution of D?
P ,

calculate the ⌧ -percentile of F : dB = F�1(⌧)
5 Update cutting value with moving average:

if dcut is None then dcut  dB; else
dcut  �dcut + (1� �)dB

6 Deduce selection mask on positives:
Psel = (D? < dcut) & P

7 Calculate loss using the main model’s distance
matrix: ¯̀

p(z) = EPsel=1[Di,j ],
¯̀
n(z) = EN=1[max(0, m�Di,j)]
L(z) = B�2(¯̀p(z) + ¯̀

n(z))

momentum �) of the ⌧ -percentile of observed positive dis-
tance values, and do the selection on each minibatch using
this cutting value. Algorithm 1 details this selection step.

Now we explain how to choose the threshold ⌧ . In gen-
eral, noise-resistant methods that use the loss value as a se-
lection mechanism to find noisy samples, use one or more
hyperparameters to set the desired selection level. This
is necessary to decide which samples to ignore or how to
weigh them within a batch. When applying the method to a
practical problem, it is useful to have guidelines about how
to choose these hyperparameters. For example, [22] uses
the noise rate that corresponds to the noise level they intro-
duced in their synthetic uniform noise. In our approach, we
make the following estimation. Assume we have a noise
rate r on examples in our dataset and k instances per class
in each mini-batch. Then we can estimate the proportion of
true positives amongst all observed off-diagonal positives

as p̃ ⇠ (1� r)2, or equivalently including the diagonal,

p̃ ⇠ (1� r)2(k2 � k) + k

k2
, (5)

where k2 is the total number of interactions for an instance,
(1 � r)2 is the estimated proportion of clean interactions
and the (k2 � k) multiplier and the 1/k addition account
for the fact that noise affects only non-diagonal elements,
although the selection is performed on all. This expression
is valid if the per-batch noise level has low variance around
r, i.e. when B >> 1, and when the number of classes is
sufficiently high so that the case where two samples form-
ing a positive interaction get corrupted to the same class is
rare. ⌧ = p̃ constitutes a reasonable starting value for the
selection hyperparameter if an estimate of the noise rate on
class annotations is available. However, this is only an ini-
tial guess, and the best value may vary a little. Indeed, the
above calculation pre-supposes that the optimal number of
interactions to filter is equal to the true number of corrupted
interactions. This is true in the case of a perfect teacher,
but in the case of a real teacher this may not exactly be.
Also, the noise rate in various experimental datasets may be
slightly different than the expected one.

3.5. Comparison with state of the art

We compare T-SINT with two existing noise-resistant
approaches for image retrieval: SuperLoss and PRISM.
SuperLoss [5]. This is a loss that can be applied on top of
any other loss. Assume we have an input loss value li, then
the SuperLoss SL can be applied in the following way

SL�(li) = min
�i

�
(li � ⌧)�i + �(log �i)

2
�
,

where ⌧ is a threshold that separates easy from hard samples
based on their loss values, � is a regularization hyperparam-
eter and �i is a confidence parameter which in practice will
be replaced by the converged value at the limit 2. Therefore
only ⌧ and � should be tuned, where ⌧ is usually a running
average of the input loss during training.

Whenever the SuperLoss is applied on an interaction
loss, such as the contrastive loss, this can be described as
follows:

SLCL
� (f(xi), f(xj), yij) =

(
SL�(lCL

+ (f(xi), f(xj))) if yij = 1,

SL�(lCL
� (f(xi), f(xj))) if yij = 0.

where the two losses use two independent thresholds ⌧+
and ⌧� and share the same � value.
PRISM [22]. This method starts with estimating which
samples are clean. Therefore it compares each sample rep-
resentation zi with all stored features vj of the same class
k in the memory bank M . When the estimated probability,
calculated by the Softmax of a sample being clean, Pclean(i),

2An analytical expression is given in [5].
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is below a threshold m, it will be considered as a noisy sam-
ple and discarded. m is calculated through a smooth top-R
method that uses an estimated noise rate R. Specifically,

m =
1

⌧

tX

j=t�⌧

Qj ,

where Qj is the Rth percentile Pclean(i) value in the j-th
minibatch and ⌧ stands for the number of last batches.

After selecting the clean data samples according to the
threshold m, these are used to calculate the selected loss, for
example the contrastive loss. Furthermore, a memory bank
loss is calculated, to enable more positive and negative pairs
in the loss. The main hyperparameter to tune or estimate is
R, which is compared to the SuperLoss more intuitive.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

We report results on four commonly-used datasets for
image retrieval Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) [40],
CARS [19], Stanford Online Products (SOP) [37], Revisited
Paris (RParis6k) [31] and a recent dataset created for learn-
ing with label noise for image retrieval, CARS-98N [22].

CUB consists of 11,788 images in 200 classes, where the
first 100 classes are used for training and the rest for evala-
tion. CARS has 16,158 images with 196 classes, where
the first 98 are used for training and the remaining classes
for evaluation. SOP contains 120,053 product images from
22,634 classes. The first 11,318 classes (59,551 images) are
for training and the other 11,316 (60,502 images) classes are
used for evaluation.

RParis6k consists of 6,412 images of 12 landmarks
in Paris. This dataset is a cleaned version of the Paris
dataset [30] provided by Radenović et al. [31]. We use this
dataset for evaluation when training on two noisy datasets
with landmarks: Oxford [29] and Landmarks [2]. The Ox-
ford dataset consists of 5,062 images of 11 Oxford land-
marks. We use the original version of this dataset that has
not been cleaned. The Landmarks dataset, also known as
Landmarks-full, consists of 167.231 images in its train set.
These images are retrieved by querying a search engine and
therefore considered as noisy.

CARS-98N is a recent training set with noisy labels, cre-
ated by crawling 9,558 images for 98 car models from Pin-
terest. These models correspond to the 98 labels from the
CARS training set. Since the test set of the CARS dataset is
considered as clean, it is used for evaluation.

4.2. Noise Types and Rates

CUB, CARS, and SOP are considered as clean datasets
and have only been used in a noise study by [22] by adding
synthetic noise to the train sets of these datasets. However,

we do not rule out that any noise in these original datasets
is present. We follow [22] by applying 10%, 20%, and 50%
uniform noise to these datasets. Following noise studies for
classification, we add 70% of uniform noise to our study.

More realistic noise is present in Oxford, Landmarks and
CARS-98N, since their images are collected with the help
of search engines and not manually cleaned. Radenović et
al. showed that the Oxford dataset has noise in its annota-
tion that is not related to the building category but to the
difficulty of recognizing the building which is indicated by
’positive’, ’junk’, or ’negative’ [31]. There is no exact es-
timation of the noise rate. Gordo et al. [13] showed that
Landmarks contains a non-negligible amount of unrelated
images. A clean version of this dataset was presented by
[13] and left only 25% of the training images and 87% of the
classes. We use this as a guideline to estimate the noise level
in this dataset. For evaluation purposes we use the cleaned
test set of the Paris dataset [30], RParis6k, that has been
cleaned manually by [31]. The level of noise in CARS-98N
has been estimated by the creators of this dataset at 50%.

4.3. Baselines & Implementation Details

We compare our method T-SINT against three methods:

• PRISM [22], which is the current State-of-the-Art ap-
proach for learning with label noise for image retrieval
on the benchmarks we consider.

• SuperLoss [5], which has been effective for label noise
on image retrieval, in particular on landmarks.

• Contrastive Margin Loss [9], which is a simple base-
line without a noise-resistant component. We use
this to compare to PRISM, the SuperLoss and T-
SINT since the three methods all use the contrastive
margin loss.

T-SINT uses a CLIP [33] model with a ViT-B/32 back-
bone [10] and a similar teacher, both without a head, re-
sulting in a 512 dim output feature. We choose CLIP since
it covers a wide range of domains and are therefore more
suitable than domain specific image retrieval datasets. We
rerun all baseline methods by using the same CLIP model as
a backbone. Results on the original backbones as described
in [22] can be found in the Supplementary material.

For all methods, we tune the learning rate and the batch
size. Details about the best values of these hyperparameters
for each method and dataset are provided in the Supple-
mentary material. The noise-resistant methods need some
additional tuning. As explained in Section 3.5, the Super-
Loss needs tuning for the regularization parameter � and
two thresholds ⌧+ and ⌧� for the positive and negative in-
teractions. For each dataset and each noise level, we did
a hyperparameter search for � and ⌧+ and ⌧�. For � we
tried the values 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 1.0 as these
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Figure 4: Precision@1 ((a),(c),(e)) and MAP@R ((b),(d),(f)) results on CUB, CARS and SOP respectively. All methods
depicted use the CLIP model as a teacher. Whenever a method has no measure point for a specific noise rate, it means that
the model was not able to perform better than its initial state when using the CLIP model. This is the case for the Contrastive
Margin Loss and the SuperLoss on CUB and CARS. Note that the y-axis has a different range for each dataset and metric.
Best viewed in color.

values were recommended in [5]. For the thresholds, [5]
recommends three options: a global average, an exponen-
tial running average with a fixed smoothing parameter or a
fixed value given by prior knowledge on the task. Therefore,
we experimented with the global average and the exponen-
tial running average. The best values can be found in the
Supplementary material. For PRISM, we use the estimated
noise rate as provided [22]. For Oxford and Landmarks we
tune this value. For T-SINT , we estimate the proportion of
true positives by equation 5.

Following [22, 24], we use Precision@1 (P@1), Mean
Average Precision@R (MAP@R), and mean Average Pre-
cision (mAP) for evaluation, since a ranked list of nearest
neighbours on the test set is used for evaluation.

4.4. Comparison with State-of-the-Art

Uniform Noise. We analyze the effect of several levels of
uniform noise (0%, 10%, 20%, 50%, and 70%) on CUB,
CARS, and SOP. The results are presented in Figure 4. Note
that the scores for 0% noise are reference scores that we aim
to match in the case of label noise.

In general, the CLIP model performs quite well on all
three datasets. However, the CLIP model is not noise-
resistant. Combined with the contrastive margin loss, it per-

forms well on 0-10% noise, but starts to drop severely for
larger noise rates. For CUB and CARS, this method is not
even able to achieve a score higher than when using a CLIP
model as a feature extractor, which is indicated in Figure 4
by missing points. Therefore we can conclude that a strong
backbone is not sufficient by itself to be resistant to noise.

Considering PRISM, we observe that for CUB and
CARS, T-SINT performs on par with this method on noise
levels of 10%, 20% and 50%. However, for 70% noise,
PRISM shows a large drop in performance compared to
50% noise, whereas our method is much more stable. The
gap between PRISM and our method is 5 to 6 points for
both the P@1 and the MAP@R scores. For SOP we notice
a larger gap over all noise levels, where in the case of 70%
noise our method outperforms PRISM by more than 20%
for P@1 and MAP@R scores. On average on CUB, CARS,
and SOP at 70% noise, our method scores more than 10%
higher on P@1 and more than 13% higher on MAP@R.

The SuperLoss performs significantly worse than our
method on CUB and CARS for 10% and 20% noise. For
CUB the gap even increases to a difference of 10% in P@1
and MAP@R at 50% noise. However, for 70% uniform
noise on CUB and for 50% and 70% uniform noise on
CARS using the SuperLoss breaks the training at each com-
bination of hyperparameters that has been tested. We have
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Method Training set Easy Medium Hard

CTRMBN-inception[9]
Oxford 64.66 50.37 25.26

Landmarks 77.33 62.67 37.94

PRISMBN-inception[22]
Oxford 62.72 49.28 24.38

Landmarks 76.33 62.03 37.05

CTRMViT-B/32[9]
Oxford 74.90 62.63 38.40

Landmarks 85.62 73.53 51.27

PRISMViT-B/32[22]
Oxford 77.92 65.50 41.74

Landmarks 85.52 72.99 49.52

SuperLossViT-B/32[5]
Oxford 82.59 70.35 47.68

Landmarks 86.72 76.27 56.11

T-SINT ViT-B/32 (Ours) Oxford 82.21 70.18 47.36
Landmarks 87.55 77.66 57.17

Table 1: mAP scores for training on Oxford and Landmarks,
testing on RParis-6k.

no clear indication why the set of hyperparameters that we
use and has been suggested by [5] for the SuperLoss does
not work on these noise rates for CUB and CARS. However,
Castells et al. [5] indicate that some learning setups for im-
age retrieval for this method lead to poor performance and
suggest to therefore tune more elements in the training setup
including explicit hard negative mining, GeM pooling and
descriptor whitening. We decided not to add these compo-
nents and additional tuning for the SuperLoss to be able to
make a fair comparison to our method and PRISM. This ad-
ditional tuning is not necessarily required for all datasets.
For example on SOP, we see that training with the Super-
Loss does not break the training and even slightly outper-
forms our method, except for a noise rate of 70 %. Nev-
ertheless, our method T-SINT is the only method that does
not show a significant drop in performance from 0% to 70%
noise for SOP and is therefore the most stable.
More realistic noise. We study the effectiveness of our
method on more realistic noise by experiments on Oxford,
Landmarks, and CARS-98N. For experiments on Oxford
and Landmarks we evaluate on RParis6k by differentiating
between easy, medium and hard samples following [31]. In
Table 1, we see that when training on Oxford, the Super-
Loss performs slightly better than our method. However,
when training on a much larger dataset, our method out-
performs the SuperLoss. In both cases, we see a large gap
between PRISM and our method.

Table 2 presents the results on CARS-98N. Our method
outperforms all other methods by a large margin. Compared
to PRISM, we report a gap of almost 5% for both the P@1
and MAP@R and for the SuperLoss this gap is 3.5% for
both metrics.

4.5. Ablation Study

We present an ablation study on our method to see which
components contribute to its performance. The results are

Method P@1 MAP@R

CTRMBN-inception 44.91 4.76
PRISMBN-inception[22] 57.95 8.04
CTRMViT-B/32 82.59 30.38
PRISMViT-B/32[22] 81.75 29.93
SuperLossViT-B/32[5] 82.55 31.31
T-SINTViT-B/32 (Ours) 86.10 34.93

Table 2: Precision@1 (%) and MAP@R (%) for CARS-
98N.

EMA
teacher EMA dcut

Teacher
model

Model
backbone P@1 MAP@R

3 3 ViT-B/32 ViT-B/32 86.10 34.39
7 3 ViT-B/32 ViT-B/32 84.80 33.22
3 7 ViT-B/32 ViT-B/32 84.87 32.54
7 3 ViT-B/32 BN-Inc 38.93 3.98
3 3 BN-Inc BN-Inc 38.10 3.60

Table 3: Ablation study on T-SINT , evaluated on CARS-
98N. Precision@1 (%) and MAP@R (%).

presented in Table 3. We notice that updating a teacher by
taking the exponential moving average of the parameters
in the main model compared to freezing the teacher gains
slightly more than 1% of performance. Updating the cutting
value with a moving average compared to keeping the cut-
ting value fixed adds almost 2% to the score. We also study
the effect of backbones. In case our main model and teacher
do not have the same backbone architecture, there is no ex-
ponential moving average for the teacher’s weights. When-
ever we keep the ViT-B/32 backbone of the teacher and take
a BN-inception pretrained on ImageNet for the main model,
our model completely breaks and performs even worse than
only using the contrastive margin loss with a BN-inception
backbone. The reason for this is unclear so far as T-SINT
is in principle compatible with the use of different architec-
tures for the teacher and main model. Whenever we replace
both ViT-B/32 backbones of the main model and the teacher
by a BN-inception backbone, our method also breaks. This
emphasizes that our method requires a good teacher.

5. Conclusion

We propose T-SINT , an effective noise-resistant method
for image retrieval. With the help of a teacher, it identifies
noisy interactions and selects correct positive and negative
interactions in the distance matrix to be used by the retrieval
loss. Our simple selection mechanism achieves state-of-the-
art results on both synthetic noise and more realistic noise,
consistently outperforming existing methods on high noise
rates and being the most stable across all noise rates.
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